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Treasury Report:   Modernising the Earthquake Commission Act: Land 
Cover 

Executive Summary 

 
This report seeks decisions on a range of reforms to Earthquake Commission (EQC) land 
cover proposed for inclusion in the upcoming EQC Bill to substantially amend or replace the 
current Earthquake Commission Act 1993 (The EQC Act). These proposals are intended to 
make EQC land cover more: 

• efficient and effective 

• clear, certain, and transparent 

• resilient and durable 

• aligned with insurance frameworks  

• fair and equitable.  

In line with these principles, we propose that the EQC Bill include the following: 

1. A policy rationale for EQC land cover. This would bring policy, administrative 
and interpretative clarity and a clear policy basis for homeowners being able to 
direct land cover payments to building works (proposed next). 

2. Facilitating land cover settlements being directed to building works, when 
that is the most effective way to reinstate the building platform. 

3. Changing the monetary caps on the valuation of damaged retaining walls, 
bridges and culverts from indemnity (depreciated) value to either replacement 
value, or a fixed monetary cap (with more advice and a decision next year on 
which reform option you prefer). This change would address transparency, 
adequacy and equity issues with the current design. 

4. Simplifying the determination of maximum EQC land cover entitlements. 
The current design generates non-transparent and complex entitlements that a 
claimant cannot determine in advance of a claim. 

5. Clarifying the reinstatement standards for EQC land cover. The current EQC 
Act does not specify the reinstatement standards for land, or for retaining walls 
bridges and culverts included in EQC land cover. Including these in the Act would 
provide more clarity and certainty of entitlements to claimants.    

The most significant proposed changes are the third and fourth ones. If agreed, these would 
change the value of settlements for EQC land cover for future claims affected by the 
changes.  We anticipate these changes would increase the value of settlements to most 
affected claimants. The exact impact of the changes would depend on what option is chosen. 
At a minimum the proposed reforms would bring more clarity and certainty to existing cover, 
and potentially improved adequacy and equity of cover too.  

The other three change proposals bring more policy and technical clarity to EQC land cover, 
but do not materially change the scope of cover.   
We recently consulted Insurance Council of New Zealand (ICNZ) members on the proposals 
in this report. ICNZ’s strongest feedback was on process. ICNZ expressed very strong views 
that tight response deadlines are compromising the quality of engagement on policy and 
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Treasury Report:  Modernising the Earthquake Commission Act: Land 
Cover 

Purpose of Report 

1. The purpose of this report is to: 

• brief you on Earthquake Commission (EQC) land cover history, policy rationale, 
design, claims patterns, and issues identified as a result of claims experiences 
over the last few years, and 

• seek decisions from you regarding a range of proposals intended to clarify the 
policy rationale for land cover, facilitate efficient land and building replacement 
and reinstatement options, reduce the uncertainty and complexity of land cover, 
and improve its adequacy and equity. 

2. Our recent report on EQC building cover (T2020/2874 refers) drew on the following 
design principles as a guide to navigating policy choices regarding EQC building cover. 
This report applies the same principles to EQC land cover. On this basis, EQC land 
cover should be: 

• efficient and effective 

• clear, certain, and transparent 

• resilient and durable 

• aligned with insurance frameworks  

• fair and equitable.  

3. In line with these principles, later sections of this report propose that the EQC Bill 
include the following clarifications and changes: 

• a policy rationale for EQC land cover (the current Act does not have one) 

• technical changes to help facilitate the use of monies from land cover settlements 
for building  works, when that is the most effective reinstatement or replacement 
solution 

• changing the monetary caps on the valuation of damaged retaining walls, bridges 
and culverts from indemnity (depreciated) value to either replacement value, or a 
fixed monetary cap 

• simplifying the basis for determining maximum EQC land cover entitlements, and 

• clarifying key definitions and the reinstatement obligations associated with EQC 
land cover. 

4. The options in this report largely reflect your decision in T2020/3164: EQC Act Review: 
Refining the objectives of a future EQC scheme to not reduce the scope of current 
EQC cover. However, we have included a small number of options that, if 
implemented, would result in a reduction of the scope of cover, where we think there is 
a strong rationale for doing so. This is noted in the advice. 
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5. In line with the approach taken to the modernisation of the EQC Act as a whole, any 
changes to EQC land cover will be forward-looking: they will not affect current claims.  

Background to EQC Land Cover 

6. EQC1 land cover was introduced following the 1979 Abbotsford landslide, which 
destroyed 69 houses, and their associated land, in Dunedin. The then-EQC scheme 
paid out for the destroyed houses, but not the associated land. The resulting Royal 
Commission recommended an extension of EQC cover for “loss of use of land”.   

7. The Royal Commission’s support of land cover was based on political economy and 
policy coherence arguments. The Royal Commission noted that the scheme should 
meet “the reasonable expectations of the public” and that the then-EQC scheme 
represented a policy choice that the state insure otherwise-uninsurable disaster risks. 
Land damage that results in loss of use of the land in reinstating damaged housing was 
considered to be such a risk. 

8. Your predecessor agreed, on advice, that the EQC Act retain EQC building and land 
covers and that we would advise on the configuration and coverage of both building 
and land cover (T2020/2370 refers). You recently decided to retain the status quo 
regarding the broad configuration of building and land cover (T2020/3164 refers).   

What assets does EQC land cover cover? 

9. Under the current Act, EQC land cover covers the following property located within the 
land holding on which the residential building is lawfully situated: 

• land under or within 8 meters of the insured building, and any appurtenant 
buildings and structures (known as “the 8 metre rule”) 

• the first 60 metres of the main accessway (but not its artificial surface)2 

• any bridges and culverts in that area 

• all retaining walls within 60 metres of the building which are necessary for the 
support or protection of the building or any other property covered by EQC. 

What monetary limits apply to land cover? 

10. EQC land cover operates entirely separately from EQC building cover. Land cover 
applies to land, retaining walls, bridges and culverts. It is subject to different monetary 
caps and excesses from EQC building cover.  

11. The monetary limits on land cover are complex, and location and situation-specific.  
Broadly, EQC land cover will pay up to: 

• the value, at the site of the damage, of an area of land that is the smallest of: 

a the minimum residential section area allowable at that location under the 
relevant local authority District Plan, or  

 
1  Prior to 1994 the Earthquake Commission was the Earthquake and War Damage Commission. For narrative simplicity 

when referring to either organisation, and their schemes, we use the term EQC throughout this report.  
2  Therefore, the land comprising the accessway is covered, but not any concrete, asphalt, paving stone or similar artificial 

surface on the land. EQC building cover also does not cover these artificial surfaces. Most private home insurance 
policies provide cover for these surfaces, but not the underlying land (in effect providing cover for both elements through 
a combination of EQC cover and private insurance).  
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b 4,000 square metres of land, or 

c the lost or damaged area of land, plus  
• the indemnity value (i.e. depreciated, not replacement, value) of any damaged 

retaining walls, bridges or culverts. This determines the maximum amount EQC 
pays to compensate for damage. It is not a reinstatement standard. 

12. This is shown diagrammatically in Annex A. 

13. EQC uses registered valuers to determine the value of the lost or damaged land. The 
land value reflects its utility, so, for instance, land supporting a residential building will 
have a higher value per square metre than land at the bottom of that building’s garden.  

14. Private insurers do not insure land. Therefore any land damage costs that are not met 
by EQC typically fall on the homeowner. However, private insurers often insure the 
consequences of land damage to buidings (so private insurers will sometimes fund 
land repairs necessary to repair building damage arising from the land damage). 
Private insurers also insure retaining walls, bridges and culverts, subject to monetary 
caps. 

How much do land cover claims cost EQC? 

15. EQC claims data since 1997 shows that land claims represent about 7 percent of the 
cost of all land and building claims combined. However, if years with significant seismic 
events are excluded, land cover claims over that period have cost EQC about the same 
as building claims.  

16. In dollar terms, large claims years dominate, with 2010, 2011 and 2016 collectively 
generating about twice the land claims costs, and six times the number of land claims, 
as the other 20 years combined. 
Table 1: EQC land and building claims since 1997-2020  
 

EQC 
cover  1997-2020 Claims All Years 

1997-2020 excl. Large Claims Years 
(2010, 2011, 2016) 

  Claims Costs No. of Claims Claims Costs No. of Claims
  $ % Number % $ % Number %
 
Building  $10,297,002,005 93% 566,342 97% $268,075,266 50% 90,347 90% 
 Land  $780,812,403 7% 199,719 34% $263,640,154 50% 30,897 31%
 Total  $11,077,814,408 100% 581,065 100% $531,715,421 100% 100,369 100%

Source: EQC claims data. “No. of Claims” columns do not add as combined land and building claims 
are counted as both a land claim and a building claim, and only counted once in the total. 

Clarifying the policy rationale for land cover 

Issue 

17. The core policy purpose of EQC land cover is clear; to compensate residential property 
owners for damage to land that protects and supports the affected residential building 
and access to the building.  If an affected land holding is uneconomic to repair, the land 
cover provides sufficient compensation to enable the affected owner to buy land of 
similar quality to that which has been lost (albeit based on the smallest land area 
permitted under the relevant local district plan).  

18. The coverage provided under the current Act achieves this, but the Act is silent on a 
policy rationale. Including the policy rationale in the Act would help inform the operation 
of the land cover provisions in the Act. 
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19. Maximum payments under EQC land cover are restricted by caps on land area, but not 
land value. The combination of restrictive limits on land area and no maximum 
monetary cap on land value raises questions regarding policy rationale and coherence. 

20. The high-level policy objectives, and configuration, of land cover is canvassed in 
T2020/3164. Your decision to retain the status quo means this report focuses largely 
on clarifying objectives of the current configuration of land cover.  

Linking EQC land cover more closely to the Government’s objectives for 
reinstatement of residential buildings  

21. The Government and private insurers have no interest in land damage unless the land 
damage affects the core goal of reinstating, replacing or protecting damaged residential 
buildings. Therefore, the Government’s interest in land damage only extends to 
reinstating or replacing damaged land where that land contributes to providing support 
and protection for residential buildings, and their main accessway, following a natural 
disaster. 

22. The current configuration of EQC land cover achieves this, and more. Advantages of 
the Act including an explicit objective for land cover focussed on protecting the 
associated residential building include: 

• much greater clarity of the purpose of EQC land cover. This would bring 
significant policy, administrative and interpretative clarity to EQC land cover 
(there remain unresolved legal disputes between EQC and insurers regarding 
EQC land claims arising from the Canterbury earthquakes that are exacerbated 
by this lack of legislative clarity) 

• a clear policy basis for homeowners being able to direct land cover 
payments to building works when they consider that the best overall solution is 
a combination of land and building works, or building works alone, rather than just 
land works (this issue is discussed later in this report).  

23. We considered if land cover should also include a subsidiary policy objective along the 
lines that EQC land cover also insures against any substantial loss of utility or amenity 
arising from natural disaster damage to the physical characteristics of the land 
immediately surrounding (i.e. within 8 metres of) the insured residential building and 
associated appurtenant structures.  

24. Our assessment is that such a subsidiary objective would have little or no practical 
effect. That is because, as it would be subsidiary to the housing objective, it would do 
nothing in addition to what would be achieved by the housing objective in combination 
with the 8 metre rule. Therefore, we have not included a subsidiary land-utility-oriented 
objective for land cover. 

25. Therefore, we recommend that the future EQC Act include an objective for land cover 
that is focused solely on the contribution of the land to the support, protection, and 
access to, the residential building.  
Relevant recommendation 

agree that the Government’s policy interest regarding EQC land cover: 
 
1 is to contribute resources to reinstate or replace land damaged by natural 

disaster where that land contributes to providing support and protection for a 
residential building, and/or the main accessway to the building, and,  

 
2 if it is not practicable to replace or reinstate a residential building on the affected 

land, provide resources to help contribute to the land-related costs of establishing 
another residential building elsewhere. 
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Efficiency of reinstatement of land damage that affects residential buildings 

Issue 
 
26. Currently, the EQC Act treats EQC building and EQC land cover as separate 

entitlements. The Act is also silent on the interaction between them. This has caused 
debate and uncertainty between EQC, private insurers, and claimants, and in some 
cases created impediments to implementing the most effective reinstatement strategy. 

27. The issue is particularly sharp when a land-only repair is not the best available 
reinstatement strategy to address the consequences of the land damage for the 
associated building. A more practicable solution, or one that better meets the 
claimant’s priorities, might be a solution that only involves building work, or some 
combination of building and land works, as opposed to a land-only reinstatement. 

28. Historically, EQC operational practices have provided effective work-arounds to this 
problem. However, the Canterbury earthquakes required EQC to develop policies on 
two new forms of land damage, namely increased liquefaction vulnerability (ILV) and 
increased flood vulnerability (IFV). These forms of damage have been the primary 
source of dispute regarding the application of EQC land cover and its interaction with 
building cover.  

29. In the course of developing this advice, officials considered and rejected alternative 
options that would require determining the cost of the marginal damage to the building 
that is due to land damage. While a good fit with the scheme’s objectives, this option 
was rejected as it would be complicated to implement, prone to disagreement between 
EQC, insurers and homeowners, and cause uncertainty and delays in finalising 
settlements. While insurers’ view is that a viable design may emerge with more 
engagement and work, our current view is that the underlying information challenges 
and opposing incentives make that unlikely. 

30. Therefore, we propose some technical changes to provide, in a much simpler way, 
more certainty for claimants intending to use monies from EQC land cover to address 
the consequences of the damage by undertaking compensatory building works rather 
than reinstating the land. 

31. The proposed changes are outlined via three classes of damage scenario reflecting 
different current EQC practices: 

• land claims other than ILV or IFV (e.g. landslip, or flood debris) (claims on 66,229 
properties) 

• ILV or IFV land claims where a feasible reinstatement solution is available (claims 
on 235 properties), and 

• ILV or IFV land claims where no feasible reinstatement solution is available 
(claims on 13,987 properties).  

32. We consider each of these damage scenarios in turn.  

Land claims other than ILV or IFV 

33. For land claims other than ILV and IFV, EQC currently typically cash settles claims for 
the assessed cost of the land reinstatement, up to the maximum amounts that land 
cover provides for. 

34. When settling such a land claim EQC does not require the claimant to provide evidence 
of an intention to carry out, or having carried out reinstatement works. 
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35. Subject to meeting legal requirements (e.g. compliance with the building code), the 
owner of the insured building can then use whatever mix of land and building works 
they see fit, given their own particular priorities and financial circumstances.  

36. Therefore, current EQC settlement practice supports efficient land and building repair 
solutions in situations where the land damage is not ILV or IFV. 

37. A potential impediment to homeowners using a mix of land and building solutions is the 
grounds for declining a future EQC claim. This includes Schedule 3 clause 3(a) of the 
EQC Act: 

“The Commission may decline (or meet part only of) a claim made under any 
insurance of any property under this Act where— 

(a) the natural disaster damage to which the claim relates was caused or 
exacerbated by earlier natural disaster damage for which the Commission made 
payment and that payment was not used to repair the property;” 

38. This raises the possibility that, under the current Act, EQC may decline a future claim 
for natural disaster damage, in full or in part, on the grounds that the previous land 
settlement was not used to reinstate the land (it instead being used to, say, strengthen 
the foundations of the building). 

39. A similar issue arises with Schedule 3 clause 4(1) of the EQC Act, which enables EQC 
to cancel future EQC cover in some circumstances if damaged assets are not replaced 
or reinstated to EQC’s satisfaction following a settlement: 

“Where— 
(a) the Commission settles a claim in respect of any property by payment of 
the full amount to which that property is insured under this Act; and 
 
(b) the property in respect of which the claim is settled is neither replaced 
nor reinstated to the satisfaction of the Commission— 
 
the Commission may cancel the insurance under this Act by giving written notice 
to the insured person of such cancellation.” 

40. EQC’s current operational practice considers claim-specific facts in determining 
whether to decline a claim in these circumstances. Broadly, if the customer’s repair 
response is appropriate and reasonable, EQC would be unlikely to decline the claim.  

41. However, we consider it would assist transparency and certainty, and remove a 
potential impediment to claimants using a mix of building and land solutions to address 
land damage, if the EQC Act provided more clarity on this. 

42. Under this proposal, if a homeowner opts for a repair solution that does not reinstate all 
the damaged land, EQC would continue to have the ability to decline future land claims 
in full or in part, to the extent that the claim was with regard to land that was not 
reinstated.  

43. This proposed approach achieves the policy goals regarding efficiency of land and 
building reinstatement, at minimum disruption to existing tested frameworks. 

44. Recent reporting on claims settlement issues (T2020/2491 refers) noted that Treasury 
will provide more advice in February 2021 on the possibility of EQC being legislatively 
enabled to require cash-settled owners to undertake reinstatement works. We think 
that decisions on that question will not cause any future difficulties for the policy 
decisions sought in this paper (but may have some implications for how these policy 
decisions are delivered operationally).   
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Relevant recommendations 

agree to amend the EQC Act to provide greater clarity that using monies from EQC land 
settlements to fund a mix of building and land, or building-only, reinstatement works, can 
provide an overall reinstatement solution that is acceptable to EQC. 

note that those amendments would focus on provisions in the EQC Act that enable EQC to 
decline EQC claims, or cancel EQC cover, if EQC settlement monies are not directed to 
reinstatement or replacement of the damaged property. 

 

Increased liquefaction and flood vulnerabilities 

What is ILV and IFV damage? 

ILV and IFV are earthquake-initiated wide-area subsidence. Subsidence is specifically 
excluded from EQC’s cover for landslips. But, reflecting normal insurance principles, EQC 
covers earthquake-initiated subsidence as the cause (“proximate cause” in insurance 
parlance) is another hazard covered by EQC, namely earthquakes. 

EQC only pays if residential land is damaged. It does not pay if land has been changed in a 
non-damaging way. Often, area-wide subsidence does not affect the amenity or utility of the 
land sufficiently to trigger EQC cover. 

EQC has identified two scenarios were earthquake-initiated subsidence causes land 
damage that triggers EQC land cover: 

• Increased liquefaction vulnerability (ILV): subsidence reduces the thickness of the 
non-liquefiable surface crust, making the site materially more vulnerable to 
liquefaction in future seismic events; 

• Increased flood vulnerability (IFV): subsidence has reduced the land surface height 
relative to local drainage systems, materially increasing the vulnerability of the site 
to flooding. 

An affected site may suffer ILV, IFV, or both. 

Extensive earthquake-initiated subsidence occurred during the Canterbury earthquakes. As 
EQC had not previously recognised ILV and IFV as damage, EQC sought a declaratory 
judgment by the High Court. This was delivered in December 2014. This confirmed that ILV 
and IFV are land damage under the EQC Act, and broadly endorsed EQC’s proposed 
approach to settling ILV and IFV claims.     

 

Settling ILV and IFV claims 

45. EQC’s usual practice is to assess the financial loss to the claimant as the reinstatement 
cost (subject to the usual EQC valuation caps on land cover). However, the nature of 
ILV and IFV means that often there is no feasible repair. In particular: 

• Land reinstatement is often not practicable: there is often no feasible or legal 
(consentable) land reinstatement strategy. Returning the land to its original height 
(whether to address an increased flood vulnerability or to reinstate the thickness 
of the non-liquefiable crust) requires removing all built structures from the site, 
raising ground levels, and then reinstating the built structures. Councils often will 
not consent raising ground levels, as the resulting displaced floodwater can 
exacerbate flooding elsewhere. 
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• Reinstatement costs are disproportionately expensive: when land 
reinstatement is technically possible, but it is very expensive, requiring removal 
and subsequent reinstatement of all built structures on the site. These costs are 
disproportionate to the financial loss and increased risk the homeowner has 
suffered, as reflected by the reduction in the market value of the site as a result of 
its changed physical characteristics. 

46. When reinstatement is not undertaken in these circumstances, EQC will pay the 
financial loss as reflected in the change in market valuation of the site (as assessed by 
professional valuers) between its pre-earthquake and post-earthquake state. This is 
known as the Diminution of Value (DoV) methodology. Where a partial reinstatement is 
made a combination of the two methods may be used (with reinstatement costs being 
paid, plus DoV being paid for any portion not reinstated). 

47. EQC’s publicly-available Consolidated Policy Statement – IFV and ILV describes the 
approach as follows: 

“Accordingly, EQC will settle the financial loss to the claimant arising from 
Increased Flooding Vulnerability and Increased Liquefaction Vulnerability based 
on the Diminution of Value of the property unless EQC is satisfied that:  

• there is a repair methodology for the repair of either the Increased 
Liquefaction Vulnerability or the Increased Flooding Vulnerability of the land  

• the claimant intends to undertake the repair of the land within a reasonable 
period of time using that methodology 

• the residential land has not been sold by the claimant, and  

• the repair cost is not disproportionate to the Diminution of Value of the 
property, having regard to the particular circumstances of the claimant 
(including his or her stated intentions in relation to repair of the land)” 

48. We see the current EQC approach as broadly fit-for-purpose. We propose some minor 
changes to the Act to facilitate better aligning the approach taken to building-based 
solutions under ILV and IFV with the approach EQC takes with non-ILV/ IFV claims. 

ILV or IFV land claims where a feasible land repair solution is available 

49. EQC currently calculates settlements for these claims similarly to non-ILV/IFV claims 
as outlined above. There is one important difference: due to the challenges of effecting 
reinstatement, EQC requires evidence of intended or actual reinstatement of damaged 
land before making payments above a settlement based on DoV.  

50. EQC’s assessment of reinstatement feasibility currently considers only entirely land-
based solutions. This reflects the fact that EQC land cover is covering land, not 
buildings. This approach maintains integrity between what is insured and what is 
assessed for reinstatement and reflects the declaratory judgment on IFV and ILV 
which, amongst other things, determined that ILV and IFV are not building damage.  

51. This approach is the same as the approach taken to non-ILV/ IFV land settlements, 
where entitlements are determined by the cost of land reinstatement, not mixed land 
and building solutions. 

52. However, unlike non-ILV/ IFV claims, because EQC requires evidence of a feasible 
ILV/ IFV land reinstatement methodology being intended to be done before paying the 
repair costs, the ILV/ IFV claimant loses the flexibility to substitute a mixed land and 
building solution for the approved land-only solution.  
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53. Following consultations with EQC, officials propose adjusting EQC’s practice regarding 
ILV and IFV claims to align more closely with non-ILV/ IFV claims.  

54. Under this proposal, the current approach to EQC determining whether a ILV/ IFV land 
reinstatement is feasible would be retained.  

55. However, once that determination was made, the homeowner would be able to 
propose alternative mixed land and building solutions (or building-only solutions) to 
EQC. Those solutions would need to reinstate the support and protection of affected 
buildings at least as well as the initially accepted land-only solution. If EQC accepted 
that alternative solution, the reinstatement would proceed as for non-ILV/ IFV claims. 
As at present, any land not reinstated, including any land not reinstated as a result of 
an alternative settlement solution, would be settled at DoV. 

Relevant recommendation 

note that the amendments recommended in recommendation (d) would apply to all 
classes of EQC land reinstatement work, including those in response to increased 
vulnerability to liquefaction and flooding. 

Initial assessment of feasibility of ILV/ IFV reinstatement  

56. We also considered if the initial determination of feasibility of reinstatement should also 
consider mixed land and building solutions. In principle, if land-only reinstatement is not 
feasible, and mixed land and building works are feasible, consideration of mixed land 
and building reinstatement could see a claim settled for the cost of reinstatement (up to 
the value cap of the damaged land) rather than for DoV. Reinstatement costs are 
typically larger than DoV payments, so this would usually work to the claimant’s 
advantage.  

57. However, in practice, we think the impact on decisions regarding the appropriate claims 
settlement methodology for a given claim would be very limited. That is because a 
feasible reinstatement needs to, amongst other things, have a cost that is not 
disproportionate compared to the DoV of the damaged land. It is difficult to envisage 
scenarios where a land-only ILV/IFV reinstatement would fail this test and a mixed land 
and building reinstatement would pass. We think that because any building works will 
be expensive (being either entirely new foundations, or raised floor levels).  

58. Therefore, we propose to retain the assessment of feasibility on the basis of land-only 
reinstatement. The potential benefits of considering a mixed approach at the 
reinstatement feasibility stage of the process appear minor, and have downsides. 
Determining the basis for land settlements on the basis of the feasibility of mixed 
building and land works would cause significant conceptual and operational challenges 
regarding what land cover is actually insuring, and potentially have adverse impacts on 
assessments of non-ILV/ IFV claims. That is because non-ILV/IFV claims are currently 
settled on the cost of reinstating the land damage, even if cheaper land and building 
mixed solutions might be available.  

ILV or IFV land claims where there is no feasible land reinstatement solution 

59. For ILV and IFV land claims for which no feasible land solution is available, EQC 
currently pays DoV. We propose that the status quo continue to apply.  

60. As there is no feasible land reinstatement, there is nothing to be gained by better 
integration of land and building solutions. All solutions will be building-only ones. 

61. EQC places no expectation on homeowners to direct DoV settlements to land or 
building reinstatement. Homeowners can do as they wish with DoV payments, 
including direct them to enhanced foundations. Therefore, there is no impediment to 
the DoV payments contributing to efficient reinstatement solutions.  
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62. Lastly, as there is no feasible land reinstatement, EQC policy is that the non-
performance of land reinstatement following a DoV payment does not jeopardise future 
EQC cover or claims.  

Relevant recommendation 

note that for increased liquefaction vulnerability and increased flood vulnerability claims for 
which there is no feasible land reinstatement option, the status quo (settlement on a 
diminution of value basis) would continue to apply. 

63. Currently only EQC land cover (and not EQC building cover) applies to storm and flood 
damage. The proposed changes have no adverse implications for EQC storm and flood 
cover.  

Valuing damage to retaining walls, bridges and culverts 

64. One component of the monetary cap on EQC land cover is the indemnity (depreciated) 
value of damaged retaining walls, bridges, and culverts (the other component being the 
value of the damaged land). This means that for EQC land claims involving one of 
these structures, the settlement is generally the cost to reinstate the damaged structure 
and associated land, capped at the indemnity value of the damaged structure plus the 
value of the damaged land. The land and retaining wall settlement forms one pool, so 
settlement monies from land damage that are not directed to a land reinstatement may 
be devoted to a reinstating a retaining wall, and vice-versa.  

65. EQC cover currently pays the reinstatement or replacement cost of damaged retaining 
walls, bridges and culverts, up to a monetary cap determined by the indemnity 
(depreciated) value of the structure. In contrast, for EQC building cover, while EQC 
also pays reinstatement or replacement costs, it is up to an explicitly stated monetary 
cap (currently $150,000 plus GST). 

66. The use of a cap based on the indemnity valuation of the particular damaged retaining 
wall, bridge and culvert raises three issues of policy concern: 

• The indemnity value cap can result in payments that are insufficient to reinstate 
or replace the damaged structure. That is inconsistent with the proposed policy 
intention. 

• Retaining wall reinstatement or replacement can be very expensive (settlements 
can be for several hundred thousand dollars). This raises equity issues (noting 
EQC land cover is not separately priced through levies) and raises policy issues 
regarding appropriate risk sharing between EQC, homeowners, and private 
insurers. 

• Indemnity values are not known in advance of a claim, so are not clear, certain, 
and transparent. This means homeowners can only estimate their level of EQC 
cover for these structures, making it difficult for homeowners to make informed 
choices regarding the purchase of further top-up cover for these structures from 
private insurers.  

67. Therefore, we propose to address these issues by replacing the indemnity value 
monetary cap on cover for retaining walls, bridges and culverts with fixed monetary 
caps, or a cap based on full replacement value of the damaged item (i.e., uncapped 
cover for these items), for these structures, separate to EQC building cover and the 
balance of EQC land cover. This would have the potential to align the design of this 
cover with EQC building cover, and private insurer cover for retaining walls, bridges 
and culverts. 
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68. We propose the cap apply per dwelling. That would mean that multi-unit buildings 
(MUBs), such as apartment buildings, would be eligible to multiple retaining wall caps. 

69. We also considered applying the cap per residential building, so a residential building 
would have the same cap, irrespective of how many dwellings it contained. This would 
align with private insurance policies, which for these items typically apply a global fixed 
cap per insurance policy. Private insurance policies are typically issued one per 
residential building (but policies in MUBs that are not unit titled or company shares (e.g. 
small townhouse developments) may also have one private insurance policy per-
dwelling).   

70. On balance we prefer an EQC monetary cap on these items applying per dwelling, as 
that is the basis for calculating EQC levies, so spreading one retaining wall monetary  
cap over multiple dwellings in a MUB would provide a lower level of cover per dwelling. 
In addition, MUBs can be very large buildings, say with 100 or more apartments, with 
correspondingly large (and  expensive) retaining walls. We also considered a cap per 
retaining wall, but rejected that on complexity and equity grounds.  

71. Regarding the actual monetary values for these caps, EQC claims data is not 
configured to readily access information on historical claims costs of retaining walls, 
bridges and culverts to inform advice and decisions on an appropriate monetary cap. 
EQC expect to have some information available by February 2021.  

72. Therefore, if you support replacing the depreciated (indemnity) value monetary cap on 
cover for retaining walls, bridges and culverts with either a replacement value cap, or 
fixed monetary caps for these structures, we will provide more advice in February 2021 
on the appropriate monetary values. Our key policy aims are to (a) provide cover for a 
large proportion of retaining wall damage within the EQC sum insured; and (b) provide 
a clear point from which homeowners can buy private insurance top-up cover. 
Therefore, we envisage recommending a fixed monetary cap which fully captures a 
large fraction of EQC’s expected retaining wall claims.  

 

Relevant recommendations 
note that EQC land cover insures retaining walls, bridges and culverts for damage up to the 

value of the indemnity (depreciated) value of the damaged item, and this can result in 
settlement amounts for these items being insufficient to replace them, with this gap 
increasing as the item ages. 

 
agree to change this monetary cap on the valuation of damaged retaining walls, bridges and 
culverts to either replacement value, or a fixed monetary cap. 
direct officials provide further advice on the pros and cons of either replacement value, or a 

fixed monetary cap, and options for the value of a fixed monetary cap. 

Simplifying EQC Cover for damaged land 

73. As noted earlier, EQC land cover will currently pay up to: 

• the value, at the site of the damage, of an area of land that is the smallest of: 

a the minimum section area allowable under the relevant local authority 
District Plan, or  

b 4,000 square metres (m2) of land, or 

c land the lost or damaged area of land, up to an area of land, plus 
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• the indemnity value of any damaged retaining walls, bridges or culverts 
(discussed in the previous section).  

74. We propose several changes intended to improve the transparency and equity of the 
land-based entitlements (i.e. those excluding retaining walls, bridges and culverts). 
These include: 

• removing the minimum residential land area allowable under the relevant local 
authority District Plan as a determination of EQC cover, 

• adjusting the 4,000 square metres of land downwards, while establishing a size 
that fully captures most residential sections, 

• clarifying how EQC values lost or damaged land, and 

• testing your interest in advice on introducing a monetary cap on EQC land 
payments.   

75. These are discussed below. 

Standardising the maximum area of damage that EQC will pay for 

76. The first two legs of the formula for EQC land cover described at paragraph 74 mean 
that, in the event of a total loss, EQC cover provides funding for the purchase of a 
“minimum viable” local alternative site. This can lead to inequities as minimum land 
areas in district plans can vary markedly, even within the same local authority. For 
example, for Tasman District Council minimum lot sizes appear to vary from 200m2 for 
high-density residential lots to 40,000m2 for rural residential lots. This rule also has the 
perverse effect that if there is no minimum lot size specified in the district plan (i.e. the 
local authority is seeking high density housing), then the 4,000 m2 limit would apply 
(4,000 m2 being a metric approximation of 1 acre).  

77. Therefore, to improve clarity, certainty, simplicity and equity of land cover, we 
recommend that the minimum land area specified in the relevant district plan no longer 
be used. If accepted, you would then face a decision whether to retain the current 
4,000m2 area, or move to a smaller area, in effect amalgamating the current two 
restrictions into one intermediate area.  

78. We don’t have a strong view on the right size, other than it should be large enough to 
capture a large majority of residential sections. This is because fully-capturing a 
residential section works together with our proposal to utilise Rateable Values for land, 
discussed below, to significantly improve transparency and certainty of the maximum 
payment under EQC land cover.  

79. EQC claims data since 1993 suggests that 108 claims have been limited by the 
minimum land area specified in the district plan, typically and area of several hundred 
square metres, and none have been limited by the 4000m2 limit. Therefore we suggest 
a maximum section size of 1,000m2. Although a significant reduction from the current 
4,000m2, in practice it would be an increase compared to the basis for settling historical 
EQC land claims. As shown in Chart 1, this would capture around two-thirds of all 
residential sections in New Zealand.  

 

 

 

 

Chart 1: Residential section size by percentile 
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Source: Corelogic source data, analysis by EQC. 

 

Relevant recommendations 

agree to remove minimum land areas specified in local authority District Plans as a 
basis for determining EQC land cover payments 
agree that the current 4,000m2 maximum land area limit be reduced to 1,000m2. 
 
 

Define EQC maximum values for land cover by reference to Rateable Value? 

80. One consequence of the current, unique, method of calculating monetary caps on EQC 
land cover is the insured cannot know the maximum value of EQC land cover in 
advance of a claim. The transparency and confidence of the maximum value payable 
under an EQC land claim would be greatly improved if EQC land cover maximum 
values were defined by reference to the land component of the Rateable Value (RV) of 
the damaged land holding. RV land values are determined at least triennially under the 
Rating Valuations Act as part of determining a property’s value for rating purposes. The 
(non-EQC) offers made on properties in the Christchurch and Waimakariri residential 
red zones were made on the basis of the property’s latest RV. 

81. RV land values include the value of the landholding including any retaining walls, but 
not bridges and culverts. Therefore, under this approach the maximum value for a total-
loss EQC land claim would be the RV of the land, up to the area limit discussed in the 
previous section, plus the value of any bridges and culverts. 

82. For claims that are not a total loss, the valuation of the area of damage would reflect 
that total value of the site being the RV. For sites larger than the maximum area limit 
(say 1000m2), the valuation for the say 1,000m2 covered by EQC would be derived 
from the valuation of the larger site.  

83. The main disadvantage of this approach are RV values are reviewed triennially, so the 
maximum value of an EQC land claim will lag market values by an average of 18 
months, and up to three years. Therefore, this change may be perceived as a reduction 
in cover. EQC data suggests that the rateable value of residential land has increased, 
on average, by around 80 percent from mid-2014 to mid-2020.  
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84. On balance, we consider the improvement in transparency and certainty outweighs the 
downside of using pricing that is updated only triennially, and needs to be considered in 
the context of the total package – the proposed removal of the rule regarding minimum 
lot size removes a significant existing restriction on the value of total loss payments. In 
addition, if a property owner is concerned that their land rating valuation is too low, they 
can seek a review of that valuation under existing provisions of the Rating Valuations 
Act. 

85. If the valuation lag is of significant concern, we could investigate options for indexing or 
adjusting the most recent RV.  
 

Relevant recommendations 

agree that value of a land holding for EQC land cover purposes be based on the 
rateable value (land value) of that land holding (rateable unit) determined under the 
Rating Valuations Act 1998. 

indicate if you want more advice on options for adjusting the rateable land value 
between its date of calculation and the date the relevant land claim is paid. 

 

Should there be a fixed dollar value cap on EQC land cover? 

86. There are tensions in the current design of EQC land cover. The restrictive “minimum 
lot size” land area limits imply that, in the event that a land holding cannot be rebuilt on, 
the scheme is only intended to provide the resources to enable the affected property 
owner to purchase a minimum-sized land holding of similar quality to that lost.   

87. In contrast, the absence of a fixed monetary cap on land cover implies land cover is 
intended to provide resources to enable the purchase of a replacement landholding of 
minimum locally viable size of similar value to that which has been lost, rather than a 
replacement site of modest or average value. Therefore, EQC land cover can generate 
very high value claims from high-value sites such as urban coastal property. EQC has 
paid out nine land claims worth more than $1 million since 1996. 

88. The absence of a fixed monetary cap on EQC cover is probably due to land being 
otherwise uninsurable. Private insurers do not offer insurance cover for land. 
Therefore, any land losses not paid by EQC are borne by the property owner. 

89. EQC land cover is regressive. The monetary limits on land cover are determined by the 
value of the lost or destroyed land, so higher-value land generates higher pay-outs, 
and no separate EQC premium is charged for land cover. The expected cost of land 
claims is factored into EQC calculations of the break-even EQC premium for EQC 
building cover.  

90. Officials’ advice is to introduce a fixed dollar cap on EQC land cover. A durable cap 
would likely need to be high enough to fully compensate a large majority of affected 
homeowners. Based on current national values, fully compensating 75 percent of 
homeowners would require a land value cap of about $500,000. A value that fully 
captured 75 percent of Auckland residential sections would be about $900,000. EQC 
claims data, summarised in tables 1 and 2 below, indicate that only 43 of about 50,000 
claims since 1996 have settled for more than $500,000 (in 2020 values). 

91. Owners of property with land values above the chosen cap would, in some 
circumstances, see a reduction in cover compared to the status quo (depending on 
whether the other proposed changes that would increase land cover payments would 
more than offset an reduction in payment under this proposal).  
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92. This report seeks a decision from you on whether you want more advice on introducing 
a dollar cap on EQC land cover. If so, we would provide this in February 2021.  

Chart 2: New Zealand residential land values by region (excl. GST) 

 
Source: Corelogic data. Analysis by EQC. 
 
 
Table 1: Cost distribution of EQC land claims Jan 1996 – Nov 2020 
(CPI-indexed to Sep 2020 values and excluding claims from Canterbury seismic 
sequence) 
 

$1-$1k $1k-$10k $10k-$50k $50-$100 $100-$500 $500k-$1m $1m+
Number of Paid Land Claims 2,387          10,372            5,660                891                625                  25                    6 19,966
% of Paid Land Claims 12% 52% 28% 4% 3% 0% 0% 100%
Value of Land Payments  $1.27m  $45.03m  $122.43m  $61.79m  $118.74m  $16.58m  $10.82m  $376.67m 
% of Land Payments Value 0% 12% 33% 16% 32% 4% 3% 100%

Value of Land Claim Paid
Totals

 
 
Table 2: Cost distribution of EQC land payments to end of Nov 2020 arising from 
Canterbury seismic sequence  
(CPI-indexed to Sep 2020 values) 
 

$1-$1k $1k-$10k $10k-$50k $50-$100 $100-$500 $500k-$1m $1m+
Number of Paid Land Claims             9,682             8,730            9,583            1,537                548                    9                    3          30,092 
% of Paid Land Claims 32% 29% 32% 5% 2% 0% 0% 100%
Value of Land Payments  $3.43m  $35.13m  $224.48m  $104.25m  $82.06m  $5.84m  $3.74m  $458.93m 
% of Land Payments Value 1% 8% 49% 23% 18% 1% 1% 100%

Value of Land Claim Paid
Totals

 
 
 

Relevant recommendation 
 
indicate if you would like more advice on introducing a fixed monetary value limit on 

EQC land cover. 
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Strengthening provisions regarding the actual area of land damage 

93. As noted above, the third limit on EQC land cover under section 19 of the current Act, 
is “…the value, at the site of the damage, of…   ...the area of land that is actually lost or 
damaged” 

94. This provision means that events that cause widespread damage, such as debris 
deposition from flooding, will generate larger claims limits than smaller areas of severe 
land damage, such as damage from a landslip. 

95. Also, this area and value-based entitlement can result in settlements that are less than 
the costs to reinstate or replace the land. This is particularly in cases where the 
damage is to part of the building platform or accessway. 

96. The policy intent of the “area of land damage” rule likely stems from the broader 
approach to land cover; the land cover indemnifies the claimant for damage to the 
affected land (and only the affected land). It also limits EQC’s obligation to the value of 
the damaged land, so ensures EQC does not incur disproportionate costs reinstating 
land (or compensating for damage to land), beyond the market value of the damaged 
land. In other words, it reflects a view that it does not make sense to pay more than the 
value of the damaged land in order to reinstate it or compensate for its loss.  

97. Stakeholders, including insurers and affected claimants, have argued that the area of 
damage rule should be removed or amended to provide larger settlements in some 
cases.  

98. The two broad options for the future EQC Act are to either:  

• (1) elaborate on the on the meaning of “…the value at the site of the damage, of 
the area of land that is actually lost or damaged.” For instance, by noting that the 
valuation of the damaged site should take into account the contribution that the 
damaged land makes to sustain of the insured building, and its access and 
services (this would largely codify the status quo), or 

• (2) add a cost-based entitlement for land cover. Permit land cover to pay out the 
costs of remediating reductions in the structure or durability of the insured 
building, and access to it, caused by land damage, up to the maximum insured 
value of the site. One advantage of this option is it may provide more resources 
in situations where there is no existing retaining wall, and the land damage is 
best addressed by building a new one.  

99. We recommend option (1). This would provide more legislative support for EQC’s 
current operational approach. This is for a valuer to use the “utility approach” to value 
the insured land areas that have been damaged. This means that the valuer will apply 
a greater value to the land area beneath the dwelling, a lesser land value to the 8 
metre surrounding land area and so forth, based on the utility of the damaged land to 
the property as a whole. The total value of all the different land areas equals the land 
value of the entire property. 

100. Introducing a cost-based reinstatement element opens up the possibility of EQC 
funding otherwise uneconomic reinstatement and weakening current incentives on 
homeowners to build retaining walls on their own initiative, if in future EQC would build 
a new one when the land fails. As it is the land being insured, land value is central to 
determining what solutions are economically appropriate to a given site. 

101. Also, material changes to the “area of damage” rule would also have significant 
implications for the overall shape of land cover, the generosity of the EQC scheme, and 
how risk is shared between EQC and homeowners.  
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Relevant recommendation 

agree to codify existing EQC practice regarding the valuation of different areas of land on a 
damaged landholding, to more clearly recognise that different areas of land on a given 
landholding have differing utility and value.  

Clarifying the standard of reinstatement for EQC land cover 

102. There is currently uncertainty regarding the standards of reinstatement for land and 
associated structures, as these are not expressly stated in the EQC Act (although there 
are court judgments on it). 

103. The EQC Act currently specifies a standard of reinstatement for residential buildings, 
but not for residential land, nor associated retaining walls, bridges and culverts. 

104. EQC practice, supported by case law, is to reinstate land to its state immediately prior 
to the damaging event; a “make good” standard. EQC reinstates retaining walls, 
bridges and culverts to a when-new standard. That is, to reinstate the item to its 
condition when it was first built (or a higher standard to the extent necessary for local 
building compliance, or to meet the contemporary standards of repair of professional 
bodies such as engineers or architects, as appropriate). As a practical matter, this 
typically means that EQC reinstates retaining walls based on treated timber pole 
designs. 

105. We recommend the future EQC Act include clear standards of reinstatement for land, 
retaining walls, bridges and culverts. Broadly, this would be intended to codify current 
practice. This would improve the clarity, certainty and transparency of land cover. 

Relevant recommendations 
agree that the modernised EQC Act codify the currently unlegislated standard of 
reinstatement for land cover (which, broadly, is to return the land to the state it was in 
immediately prior to the damage occurring). 
 
agree that the modernised EQC Act codify the currently unlegislated standard of 
reinstatement for retaining walls, bridges and culverts (which, broadly, is to return the 
damaged item to its condition when it was new). 

 
Claims Excesses on land cover 

 
106. We will provide advice on future EQC building and land claims excesses in early 2021.  

Consultation  

Insurance Council of New Zealand and private insurers 
 
107. Treasury has consulted stakeholders, most notably the Insurance Council of New 

Zealand (ICNZ), and private insurers, over several years on a range of EQC land cover 
design questions.  

108. We recently consulted ICNZ members on the proposals in this report. ICNZ’s strongest 
feedback was on process. ICNZ expressed very strong views that tight response 
deadlines are compromising the quality of engagement on policy and design issues, 
and preventing potentially promising lines of reform being pursued, and request that 
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project timelines be extended to allow more time for policy development and 
engagement. 

109. Key feedback on policy substance, listed in the order the issues appear in this report, 
is: 

• Agreement that land cover should focus on reinstating the support and protection 
of the insured building. But ICNZ considers that deeper reforms than those 
proposed in this report may better achieve that aim, for instance, by further 
exploring ICNZ proposals to remove or modify the rule that limits payment for 
land damage to the actual area of damaged land (ICNZ oppose retaining the 
current rule). 

• Agreement with the proposals to make it clearer that building reinstatement may 
provide acceptable solutions to the consequences of land damage. 

• Disagreement with EQC’s current use of DoV to determine if the cost of a ILV or 
IFV repair is disproportionately expensive (we propose to retain this). ICNZ sees 
this approach as causing inequities, especially on lower-value sites. 

• Agreement with the proposed standards of repair for land and for retaining walls, 
bridges and culverts. 

• Regarding the use of RV land valuations and the introduction of a cap on 
maximum land payments, agreement in principle to a “reasonably high and 
consistent land cap being introduced”.  

• Agreement in principle to separate monetary caps being introduced for retaining 
walls, bridges and culverts. Disagree with the limit applying on a per dwelling or 
per residential building basis. No alternative preferred design offered. ICNZ 
propose further engagement to determine a preferred solution.  

 
Government departments and agencies 
 
110. The Earthquake Commission, Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 

Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Land Information New Zealand and Department of 
Internal Affairs were consulted during the preparation of this report and their feedback 
is reflected in it. The Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet was informed. 

Next Steps 

111. Your decisions on the key scheme design choices, and options for more work, 
canvassed in this report will be reflected in upcoming reporting, including the draft 
Cabinet paper.  
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Annex A: Application of EQC building and land cover to a typical house and section 
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